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in homework completed about 24 Jul 45,. he wrote (exact

translation): "The Referat Zilfcuann, despite great efforts, was

unable to break the English cipher machine. It is true that during

the campaign in 1 940 several English cipher machines were °s

j^
od*

but in all cases the wheels were sfesing. •» It should be mw*i«*d

that BY never mentioned TYH2X hy name.

2. On Sunday, 20 Jul 45, 10, in consultation with Kajor Morgan,

asked BY directly whether the Germans had worked on TYEEX. The reply

was in the affirmative. BY was then asked had the Germans been

successful. He replied without any hesitation that they had been.

Asked to give a .date for this success, he stated Spring 1942. The

success had not been maintained owing to the capture of the Seebohm

company in 1942 near J&EXALvBRIA, which led to a tightening up of

British signals security. No further inroad after that date is

known to BY. 10 then asked BY whether he was sure he was referring

to TYPEX and not to War Office Cipher, which the Germans had

cracked; BY replied categorically that he was referring to TTPEX.

In reply to further questions he added that the breaking of TYH5X

was done partly in BERLIN and partly in AFRICA; he assumed that

the success was achieved cryptoanalytically and not through compromise.

H_ad the latter been the case, he would have known, As all compromised

material secured from Abwehr or other special sources was passed

to him as head of In 7/VI for distribution to particular secti.ns.

BY was told to write a detailed memo on this subject, in

particular he was told to name all individuals concerned in breaking

TYFEX.

3 t
On 31 Jul 45*10, after 'phone conversation with Cmdr DUKLEY-

SMUH, visited ?,Y to collect meuor«nduux. B7 declared that all his

statements re TIFEX in para 2 were rubbish snd that the ma chine was

unbreakable. Although he noted the astonished expressions of the

visiting officers (i.&jor I.^rgan and it Col Lewis) it only dawned

on. him when he returned to his room what was the significance of



what he had said. 10 then asked why he had been so

his statements about the breaking and had jiven dates e

replied that he did not know what he was saying and that he must

have been thinking of some minor procedure as double transposition

Off syllabic cipher. 10 informed Cmdr Dudley-Smith immediately;

it was agreed to postpone action in this matter until it had been

exhaustively discussed.
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requesT^T^* * * visit to on 1st March was made at the

tile ll « ? * Cochrane, who ha* been risiti-g H. in his cell from

his mood 't,

a ,ofi> tho rccox,d ' fPamUj sounding

fed ?e
(

r
!
aSO

? w*s that 11 to see a 3igs. Cffr., as he was

position^
aolttBT?' Promised to talk in order to relieve his

Three possibilities arose:

(a) That B. «MU tell us *U we «M to know.

(fc) That he hoped to satisfy us with a partial story.

(c) That he wanted to find out what we wished to learn from
hiiu, and at the saae time dispose of the ohance of other
charges bein^ raised.

Despite the risk of (c), I interrogated H., "but with
no positive suocoss. This was, however, only intended as a nrelirainar
MM It afaeuid be possible after collecting further information available hem,
seeing Haunhorst, and. jetting additional details from Cdr. ]>ialv-aaith,
to do a more thorou/d I job.

The possibility, however that H. is not as knowledgeable
a person at. one would expect to be in coniraand of u21 Coy, uust not be
overlooked. In this connection a coorpaxdson between his career anc that
of Seebohm in the attached report is rather striking, and perhaps
indicative.

4.3.44.
Captain 1.0.



Report on 1at Interrogation of

Personal History.

Bom

Education

1Mb

1935 - 7

1937 - 8

1939 - 40

1 Jan 41

1 Liar 41

13th Jan. 15. at vfAWE-EICEEL (Mhr)

Volksohule (elementary) until 1929
followed by 4 yoaro ..'ESKSCIPjj^ (trade school)

where he trained as K&chine-fitter.

Entered Arm? and trained as signaller,
in Sigs -1. of 17 Inf. Hegt.

P.T. Instructor at V&HMBV

At BXlSUttSHB as book-keeper wit

Served

Coy, 25 Sige. Regt.

Serving with this unit, "here he reached rank of

HAUPTWAGHTiilEISTilR (iY.0.1.).

Commissioned.

Posted to 3 Coy., 5^ 3igs. Hegt. with which unit

he proceeded to Africa in April.

Captured with remains of 621 Intercept coy. (the named asbumed by

3.S)/M56 w.e.f 17A/42, near ORCKSALIa (Tunisia), about 11 May, 19W.

Personality . P/l is a polite Ml] spoken type and although fairly

intelligent, doey not appear by any means a •Y-vriaard 1
• he may be

at present somewhat anxious to please, nevertheless it ia not yet

clear whether hie lack of detail on some pelsta is dm to igr^rMice

or security •

Service in j'rioa. Hebel asserts that Ms particular function prior

toliiVaebacle near cl ;J.aiwin in July 42, was as .0. D/l pi. I*

this capacity he was not concerned with the cryptographic work, and

professes to have been ignorant of the Coys, work in this coni-aotxou.

After July 42 he was sent back to lormany, partly on compassionate

c/rounls and parity to secure new personnel. During this period the

Cov was coct-ianded by Obit. (Lt. ) ^roexlin, but vihen Habel returned with

the mm people on 3 Oct '42, he took command, anJ remained O.C. Coy.

until Mej '43«



He asserts that the Coy strength at the end of the Tunisian

campaign was about 170 men (Establishment - 332 all ranks. Strength

22 May 1942 (oap doo) - 296 all ranks)

Coy Tasks According to P/tf this eonsisted in:

(a) D/F'inc o/s of British units ana formations to establish
^ 0rd« of Battle and movements . They had recorded our o/s

S traced the changes, and H. stated that he
^JJjJ**

was in connection with c/s that he had been brought over.

(b) Recording traffic in clear. British ^ts
'J^ff0*'

used a vast amount of P/L, even up to the end of the

Tunisian campaign.

(c) No codes or ciphers, he asserted were br-ken ^Jg***"**
means, and he expressed the view that such a *****
ia. ossible on both sides. They only *»d
they were able to capture the keys, and according to II. at

no time were any machine* or high grade material oM.w«4.

Far from hoping to crack codes , he says his 10 (I.U at higher

FoWT'JuSped 3 feet ground in excitement when he

brought him any P/L.

'

HiBtory after g| q.amein.

The Coy. lost most of its use to the Africa force after Alamein,

being depS^d in numbers and never able to settle in one g£»^«
enough to get continuity. Some improvement was J""*****"* the

Serf WSSOL, out even so P/W described the whole episode as

disappointing.

On individual points WA gave the following answers:

(a) Wagner. The only man of this name he refers was a

~lrive"r (correct from oap. docs.)

STSS*. ** don't realize what a difference it made (a

brief record of iieebohm's career, from cap. docs., is given

af?he erTtoT comparison with that of Habcl).

/• ^^o4- u<We Horchkoraaander 3ud (in Rone). The Coy.
(c; Gter^J&Jg.^^c

|y , JJtoW. M once visited them in

?unis£ and described as 'a nice chap.'



aid not got to know him well in

he wis P/W Coramandant of the Camp

Desoribod also as a good type*

l 'hero H. was.

(e) Obit. Hremor . B. insists that iroraer was a ^uite normal

Sigs. Offr. who was sent to fill a ™>ano?
"^/tho^ov

finding Mo fMt, would have commanded a pi. <* «» c°y-

(f) Evacuation . Ho particular instructions were ^^IfTwt
personnel of the Coy. to he sent home. The matter was not

pursued at this stage.

(g) Personnel . H. himself does not speak English. He said the

English speaking personnel of the Coy. were _
"Siturienten" (people who have passed Intermediate) whose

knowledge was still fresh in their minds.

(A further report will f How after a later interrogation.

)

5.3-44.

Captain 1.0.

.1.8. a.

Career of llauptmann 3eAohn

(from cap. docs.)

Born

1925

4/6/34

1/10/34

30/9/36

1/4/37

4 June 1914 at KAS3KL.

at GYMNASIUM in KASSEL.

(» approx. public day school).

completed course in electricity at I'jSCmflSCHn H0CI1SCIIULB

technical College) at HRTfllSVflOK.

in SA as signaller and did hisjMMM
joined Array- Signaller in 9 Sigs. Hegt.

entered HfflSCSCHUUS (Mil. Acad.) at Hi as CADET.

Gaaetted 2/tt. in 1.6, thence went to 3 Coy/N26 at

BIEiaSFELD.

Promoted Lt.



MOST SSCRBT A PERSONAL

18th Maroh 1944.

- 1

Dear Hart,

Reference our conversation of 17th Maroh, I enclose
for your very personal information a document (t/a.16) describing
the reasons for the recent changes in Typex procedure. This
report is a very "inflammable'' one and I must insist that no
extract or summary of it be issued or shown to your people

without reference back to me or to my masters.

I am taking up the general question of issuing such

a document to all the members of the G.S.C. but this may take

some time. „

I would be very pleased to discuss points in the

paper with you in Town if you should want to.

Yours sincerely,

H.W. Hart, Esq.,

Dominions office.



3rd

• i- ,ono,

ban:, you i'or fMB

of 24th l^bruiuy 1944*

rsjprding (* BK# the docunents

I hoixj the infoxmtion i<i8 ed

to you yoatcrdny over the *;taauft

wx) ..I, , ex. v.viiit-j .• -oro

detailed written i\;yort will be

forthoouiiig in a day or bo.

Tauri oinoorely*

Major 1»T« Done,



TeL N?—Whitehall 9400.

raTsrto?-
,his

11,0 Under-Secrctary of State
The War Office,

,.
' London, S.W.I,

f«a the foMowing nmnber quotcd

M.I.8/V4V5

THE WAR OFFICE,

LONDON, S.W.i

24th February,

MOST SECRET

Memorandum for:-

Lt •-Commander Dudley Smith R.N.

Herewith a copy of a report drawn up by Captain

Lawrance who has been carrying out the interrogation of

SEVENHECK.

Whilst I am of opinion that Captain Lawrence 1 s

conclusions are well founded and C.S.D.I.C. are of the same

opinion, I should be glad to have your comments and any

suggestions as to the next step we should take.

Would you please return the attached documents

(see para. 2) which are only on loan.



copy

~Q3T 21 Peb 44 - 1130 to 1200 hrs.

Report of 8Y on SEVBHHBOK

camp
S already given all his personal details in another

He is a Biuer who has lived all his life in very poor circumstances.
£erore he was called up to the GA he had never visited a Grossstadt.
ne is not a Nazi and has never been in the H.J.
Typical of the life and conditions in his 3auerndorf is the fact that
nis mother had never seen a railway train.
Jith the exception of Landwirtschaft he is an utter ignoramus. He
learnt nothing at the Volksschule (he does not even know his
multiplication tables) and has not taken the littlere Reife.
He has not been home for two years, and worries a great deal about
his wife, to whom he has not written for several months.

He says that he knows absolutely nothing about punk work, coding etc.
Eis duties comprised the transport of water and Verpflegungwagen, and
latterly he had been in charge of a Senderwagen (nur iiilitarisch
befohlen).
He does not know what an Umformer is or even what a Vatt is.

MILITARY
HISTORY

1939

I.lay/Jun 42
1 1 May 43

8 May 43

Called up for military service and sent
to a Pemaufkl Kp
Uffz
Captured in TUNIS.
Seme of his Kp were sent back to GEBMANX before
the fall of TUNIS. He was supposed to be going
on leave but could not get away.
Promoted Pw by his CO, who saw that the situation
was hopeless and promoted him out of' kindness of
heart so that he should benefit from the better
pay of a Fw.

8Y is convinced that S is an uneducated, ignorant Bauer, that
he could not possibly have had any connection with Punk work, codes etc.

He bases his opinion on his conversations with S and on the latter'

s

speech, bearing and manners. Living in such close contact with S, the
latter must have betrayed himself in seme way or another if his story
were not correct.



COPY MOST S^RIHT

Major Bone .

II.I.8/aA2/5 .

re: yeldwebel/Sgt. 3EVSIIHSCK. AUGUST

NFAK 621 (621 Intercept Coy.)

born: 5«9» 13» n \

entered army: 1.10.36 (few months service only).

recalled from reserve: Aug. 39.

civilian occupation: farmer

home town: DINSIAKHN (small). (Westphalia;.

Promoted Obergefreiter fl/Cpl. ) : 1 . 1 1 . 40.

- " - Unteroffizier (Cpl. ) : mid 42.

Peldwebel (Sgt.): 9th May, 1943.

I am setting down hereafter what I consider the salient points arising

from my visits to C.3.D.I.C. :-

1 ) The previous tactics having failed, the help of an SP known as 8Y was

enlisted. This man is extremely capable and trustworthy, and furthermore

came from the German Naval Y Service, and so knew exactly what he was about.

He was briefed appropriately.

2) Attached hereto are:

(a) a statement dictated by S. to an earleir

companion.
(b) 8Y's report on S.

(c) Various items of 3.R. (all of these are

only on loan to us and have to be

returned).

3) All these documents confirm 8Y»s opinion that S. is only a simple

fellow. In a verbal report he subsequently asserted that he would have been

able to see at once if S. had been the 'type' for a genuine *Y' man, but his

inability to discuss even non-service matters with any intelligence, his

lack of eduoation and breeding, ignorance of any foreign languages, and the

difficulty with which he wrote even a 3imple card home, convinced him of the

opposite. He asserted that a Y man would have had at least to have reached

his 'mittlere Reife' whereas S. had only been to Volkschule.

That S. should simulate 'dumbness 1 for 8 weeks and never ^ive himself
away even when talking of non-duty matters, even on a single occasion, is to

say the least, doubtful.

4) 8Y also told 3. that he had been an idiot to maintain such solid
silence over what he had been doing, and told me that S. saw this now and
regretted it. I, therefore, decided to see 3. again.

5) S. proved much more amenable to reason and answered freely, with
details of his unit, officers etc., but could give no information on anything
new to us. He had once by chance seen a cipher machine - 'a box with a
keyboard like a typewriter' - knew nothing of ,i/T operating or receiving, and
a •Punkskizze' (shown) was to him a ,Leitungskizze , for the telephone. He
asserted that the 'Kurierpost' which his squad dealt with came to him in
envelopes and he was only responsible for having the cars ready to take them.

6) Certain details did, however, come out, which make possible a hazard
at the reason for S 1 name becoming connected with the raatter<>

He went to Africa with the first German tps. in 1941, with a small
unit 'Nachrichtenstaffel Afrika' and only subsequently joined 1IPAK 621 (then
3(H)./N56), this unit only arriving at Tunisia on 24 Apr. 41. He doe3 not
know why_ he was sent to 3(h)./N56 (unless someone wanted to dump him !) as
the only sigs. training he had ever had was in line laying and telephone
operating. At any rate he was almost certainly in Africa longer than



-2-

anyone else in the Coy. , and owing to the captures at El Alamein and
J-arge scale replacements thereafter, it is probable that when in April »43an order directed that all who had done 2 years in Africa should be sentname, s., was the only man who qualified. It appears then that the C.O.wanted to help 3., for in addition he had a child he had never seen, and
so as things looked black he applied for permission for S. to fly heme,
to get him out in time. It may therefore well be that the mention of S.
in a message from Rome was no more than a permission for him to fly. The
fact is that he went to the A/F, but no plane came, and so he was
disappointed. As consolation the C.O. decided that Cpl. Sevenheck
should become Sgt. Sevenheck.

7) If this view is not acceptable, and B.P. have additional evidence
to show S. as being a man of some importance in his unit, a new effort
will be made, although at present I have no idea what new approach is
possible.

8) Re Hauptman/Capt. Habel and Obit. Bremer, could B.P. please be
asked for as rauch evidence as possible, particularly re the latter.

(3g.) L. Lawrance.

24.2.2,4.
Captain, 1.0.

..1.8. A.
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• No.—Whitehall 9400.

Tie Under-Secretary of State.
The War Office.

London. S.W
the following number quoted.

THE WAR OFFICE,

LONDON, S.W.i.

M^I.8/A/li2/5
1st June, 1944

Memorandum for:-
S EGRET

Lieut .Commander Dudley-Smith, R.N.
G-.C.H.q. _
Attached herewith a copy of a minute addressed

to D.D.M.I.(RV) regarding HABEL and BREMER together
with our remarks drawn up for your information.

In view of the unsuccessful attempts to obtain

information from these two Ps.o.W. I am of opinion

that there is very little further we can do.

You will note that as far as possible the

necessary precautions to safeguard our interests

have been taken regarding the disposal of these

men

.

<

8 -tofx**-



These two P.O."./. who were brought over from U.S.A.
°5\ 2° 1)60 • '43 have now been interrogated for 5 months without
obtaining any definite information from them. They are
extremely security minded, and, in the case of Bremer, extremely
clever and fully aware of all the "tricks of the trade". The
Majority of the time of their detention in this country has "been
spent in solitary confinement during which they were subjected to
a number of direct interrogations as well as several "schemes".
As

.

a result of this work only one inconclusive piece of evidence
was .obtained from, one pf them - HAB2L - who indicated, by indirect
reference that the unit concerned with high Grade Cryptography in
Africa- may not have been identical with 621 IJPA, but a special

-

' unit" under the direct control of Rome or Berlin. This information
would appear to tally on general lines with the information obtained
from HAUIiHORoT concerning the activities of the 'SIGNER" section,
which may, be. identical with the "DEINSTSTilLLE VCN WORM (\7UR5T OR
V/UR]vST)."

At the last interview with 3RZ '
' a certain measure . of

success v/as obtained in that he was finally persuaded to. admit , that
his story of his military .career, *.s recounted to interrogator was
an invention. Beyond this admission, no further information was
obtained. P.v7. stated that he would refuse to answer any further
questions on military matters and if such were put to him he would
refuse to speak on any subject whatever. This last interview
finished on a very friendly basis but all attempts at indirect
reference to locations and work resulted in a repetition of the
abovermentioned statement

.

Unfortunately this whole interrogation has been
prejudiced in favour of Ps. o. W. as in addition to having 6 months
time in U.S.A. to consider their position they travelled over in
company and undoubtedly fixed a story between them. In view of

the protracted nature of the interrogation in this country and the
utter failure to break down their security by any means permissible
under the Geneva Convention, there seems to bo no further benefit
to be derived from keeping them under such extremely hard mental
and physical conditions; as it is they could make well supported
representations to the Red Cross regarding their unconventional
treatment

.

/Arrangements



iVe special investigation for possible
and they are to be placed in different Camps.

Care was taken throughout the interrogations not
to give them any cause frf>- suspicion regarding the sources
of our information concerning their work. This was greatly
Ji&lped by the fact that they are fully aware of the
compromising information we may have obtained from oo-bellig~ .

erent Italian Officers working under' Mr. d.H. Tr. in Rome.
..here necessary, we have been careful to indicate that this was
in fact the source of our information.

Capt., G-.S,

1.1.1.3. (a)

1.6.244.



19.

* P»a«.-..i.r - -

P.o.W. HABSL anil BRSKKR have now been interrocated lx>th by
C.8,D.I.(ok) and by officers of 11*1.3, and, although evory means possible
were used to induce these two men to talk, their inherent security which is of
an abnormally high standard has completely defeated normal methods of approach.

In view of this, I think that there is nc paint in retaining
these P. v*u any rjrther. Oould the necessary arrangements, therefore, be
made for their disposal to separate camps, travelling separately. In order

to safeguard our internsta , I think it \ould be adviaable tc s^jecl tut*
ell to special scrutiny, as there in, I think, a strong possibility, in viae?

of previous experience with P.o.W. HABSL, that one or both of these man may

atter^t to inform jferlin of details of their interrogation.

I should like to take this o portunity tc thank you for your

very kind co-cperation and this rather disan^intlng matter and apologise xor

the* trouble the whole interrogation mart have caused #m

-jet. 1594.
31st lay, 1944.
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Johnston to Bull regarding the

I don't know whether a preliminary

regarding the four men from America

on the Air Poroe aspects of the case,

sincerely

Lieut. Oolonel J.R.

M.I.8,



kjA most secret
Air Ministry,

King Charles Street,
Whitehall, S.W.I.

1st January,

Dear Bull,

3h accordance with the decision of the last Meeting of
the Cipher Security Committee, I enclose a few observations on any
interrogation which may be carried out as the result of the information
obtained from Lieut, Haunhorst.

On looking through the report I agree very muoh with your
view that we cannot in any way direct how information is to be obtained
and can do nothing more than make a few general suggestions. 3h fact,
it may be that we shall not be of real assistance until a preliminary
interrogation has been carried out.

However, here are a few points:

-

(i) The most important thing is details of the books
referred to in paragraph k of the first interrogation,
particularly those which do not appear to have been
captured documents.

(ii) The identify of the attractive brown polished
boxes referred to in 1(c) of the inserts to the
G.C. & C.S. questionnaire. The dimensions are sli^itly
too large for an insert box and slightly too small for
a drum box. It is probably the latter. Nowhere is it
stated what was in the boxes.

(iii) lather information is desirable about the intended
air attacks which were supposed to have been known.
Paragraph 6 on the first interrogation refers.

(iV)

was^ST
1* b

° °°nfirmed that no traffic

(V)

polS!
°f *« con—* is an obviously important

The War Office might also be asked if +w**r _
Paragraph 7 of the answer to the questionnaire refers.

Commander Bull,
0urs

War Cabinet Offices.



3rd January, 15Ul4J

Bear Dudley Smith,

Herewith. copy of an unsigned

letter dated 1st Janu^r-- : ' t

received from the Air Ministry.

I have not seen the Report

referred to but I am asstaalag that

you are the proper recipient of m

observations thereon made in

accordance with what was agreed at

the last O.S.O. Meeting.

Yours sincerely

pay, Lt. Gdr. P.. Dudley Smith,
toon 17,
Foreign Office,

3.7. 1.



Tel. No. Abbey 3411.

Ext

Host %j2jl&/jJt

1CTk

AIR MINISTRY,

King Charles Street,

Whitehall, S.W.I.

1st January, 1944.

Dear

In accordance with the decision of the last lleeting of the
Cipher Security Committee, I enclose a few observations on any
interrogation Which r.iay be carried out as the result of the informa-
tion obtained from Lt. Haunhorst.

On looking through the report I agree very much vd.th your
view that we cannot in any way direct how information is to be
obtained and can do nothing more than make a few general su ^estions.
In fact, it may be that we shall not be of real assistance until a
preliminary interrogation has been carried out.

(i)

However, here are a fern points:**

The most important thing is details of the books refer
to in para. 4 of the first interrogation, particularly
which do not appear to have been cavjtured documents.

I.shed boxes ref<

(iii:

(iv)

The identity of the attractive brown
J

to in 1(c) of the inserts to the G-. C. & C. S. questionnaire.
The dimensions are slightly too large for an insert box and
slightly too small for a drum box. It is probably the latter.
Nowhere is it stated what was in the boxes.

]?urther information is desirable about the intended air attacks
which were supposed to have been known. Para. 6 on the first
interrogation refers.

It should be confirmed that no Air Force traffic frg read.

The number of drums conoemed is an obviously important point

Commander Bull,

. J. jinet Offices.



The War Office iid-ht also be asked if they have any explanation

as to why mostly 8th Army traffic was concerned. Fara. 7 of the

'inoorAs to the Questionnaire refers.

Yours
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^(Qbc\»^ -cdCr*. VAC v
The War Office, /

'

. I/HE 9400 Whitehall, O
.

^4) Ext 475 n
*®y S.W.I. -// . J

Your reference v
>v.'*

vY/

/

^

1082/Sigs 6(b)
-*^«^

MOST SECRET ^ l^rwu«La

,

. ^ -Jay.Lt.Comd. R. Dudley Smith,
GO and CS. >2tf»V

Attached is copy of telegram from
C-in-C, Middle East 1/44472 with further
reference to the enquiry relating to the
possible loss of cipher equipment at Tobrulc.

Signals 6.
10 Dec 43.

4

Major, Go.

>

ft ifc.L U \Q 1

4



MOST SECRET

CIPHER TELEGRAM

This Message will not be distributed outside British or U.S. Government departments

or Headquarters or re-transmitted even in cipher without being paraphrased.

From: C.-in-C. Middle East.

To: The War Office.

1/44472 cipher 7 Dec. MOST

390768

.

Reed. 1540 7 Dec. '43.

Personal for Vale from Hume.

Your 88712 (Sigs 6) of 13 Nov. and our I 38167 of 21

Nov.

Navy report no typex equipment held by RN ships or

staffs using Tohruk. RAF report no* machines or drums held

RAF in Tooruk relevant dates. They add all drums held

R^F during retreat to Alamein safely returned.

T.0.0. Nil.

C.6. Telegrams.
To: Sigs. 6 (for action)

Copies to: D.D. h.I.(O) Sigs. 6(5)
D.D,
M. 1.8. 17.

ivcimlty
(

(W£tr Sea,

)

A»M.0.s.(Air Minianis ry



MOST SECRET

CIPHER TELEGRAM

This n-essage wUl distributed <^™*J»£^
or Headquarters or re-—ed even* «phe, *

86201

ters or re-transnuneo, even u> -v
(Messages marked O.T.P. need not be paraphrased).

From ;- C.-in-C. Middle East.

To The War Office. Reed. 1245 22 Nov 43.

1/38167 cipher 21 Nov. MOST SECRET .

Most Secret and Personal Vale from Hume.

Your 88712 (Sigs.6) of 13 Nov,

Your paras one two three answer No,

Your four not applicable,

i Your five one set black drums Number 1270 handed over on

authority CSO 8 Array to Captain MacFarlane Cipher Officer

2 SA Division reported by latter destroyed night before

Tobruk file reference 8 Army X2/883 of 20 June 42.

Destruction certificate black drums 1270 based on this

cipher message which stated all cipher equipment except

one lW 1 Book one local recyphering table destroyed.

Your six one Typex machine with convertor batteries

.i 4
locally produced message settings and drum settings possibly

also one copy BX 424/1.

Your seven No documents retrieved. Above information

from Major North CCO 13 Corps above date and Captain

Duckworth on CSO Staff 8 Army. Former speaks highly of

reliability MacFarlane. Report other services follows.

T.0.0. Nil.

Distribution by Si^s. 3.

I C.6.(Tels). to:- D.D.M^I.CW.

Sigs. o. (5 co^.ij.u)



'ihe ex office,
*HIteh«ll 'J4O0

-\ ..Tion 475 .,h--tc!:Gll f

3. .1. V
Bay. Capt. ,j#A# tfilscn,

tf/Softd, K. <i;.h:;:.ten*

Xou My be interested to coo

tho questionnaire ve sent to Middle }^ast

concerning the loss of cipher material at

\..:. .

•
*•

16 Nov 43.



\

most secret

cipheTtelegram

This

or

s message will not be distributed

Headquarters or re-transmitted, even in cipher without oe g P

(Messages marked O.T.P. need not be paraphrased).

ggjg Tii.p]

From: The Y/ar Office Bosp. 1^1-5 13 No v. 1*3.

To: GHO Middle East,

. . . 2 Sigs Jd cipher 13 &OV.

HOST S3CS8ST. OFICBR 0IUZ. Personal for HIKE from VALE.

B7 has made statements su-.ostin:; typo X equipment captured TGESUX

June 42. Tou will appreciate necessity for urgent ar.d exhaustive investigation

this point. Can you provide information following joints.

1. '.Tore any black drums other than Ho. 1270 held in TOWSMs

2. Destruction certificate for above sot held. Do you know haw they ;xrc

dc stroyed.

3. Y/erc red drums hold.

4. If so were thoy got away before any possibility of inspection by o.^.y.

5. Were any drums left behind oithor intact dismantled buried or dispose I

of any other way.

S. :r:.-.t Jypo 7. documents such a. uossajjc settings clrua setting ir:,tn:oti n

. ; r.u .ls were held there.

7. "./ere cny such documents not retrieved &a 4*t ~**«* a .«»—11 jp^-ra "- --:

. u so how were
they disposed of.

8. Surest other two Services should bo ashed to pr- vide similar n.

soo 131230 •

'

C.

6

# TelGorans.
Co-pics to: DHH(O)



::OST SBCEST A KffiSONtL E8/169-

9th November, 19^3*

Dear Williams,

I enclose copies of

correspondence regarding the nHaunhorst

Wagner11 typex story which have noi

sent to Admiralty and Air Ministry.

Yours sincerely,

J.H. Williams Esq.

,

Sigs 6,

War Office.



Paymaster Captain D. A. Wilson, R,N« » Admiralty*

II.R.H* Johnstai, Air J&nistry.

to li

The iaterroffi

ox traffic

on of a P.O.tf. brought
at during the Tunisian
exploit in the field B

Campaxgn
certain ;

Tunisia has brought
the Gerra:ui MTOff •Y»

nt of 3ritish

Although it seems unquestionable that their aucceaa wa3 largely ^Uie

to the capture of nt hines and keys at Tobruk, it in not at all oloar to
what extent, i^ at all, Berlin supplied thorn with new settings, etc..
obtained cry;"' :.: ic ily, and whether they succeeded in obtaining a
copy of new maoliine sottinge; by physical means in Tunisia.

The P.C.T:. in question, Leutnant HAUIiHOPJST, a Divisional Intelli-
gence Officer who was friendly with the officers of the nYM Unit ftTAK.
621, and who receivoC their reports, has beer: interrogated three times
(onee by Oocer and. Pickering from G.C.C.3.) but as a non-expert he cannot
enlighten us on the technical points regarding the use of the captured
machines which it is most import-ant to determine at the earliest possible
moment.

Nearly all the personnel of the actual HY* Unit (Nachrichten Pern
Aufklarungs Xompanie 621) were captured in Tunisia in mid-iSay 1943, b&t
owing to the difficulties at the time were not segregated, were able to
destroy thejx identification papers, and became "lost" in the general
mass of captured German personnel, and are now in America.

Arrangements have now been made for the four members of the Goaoumwho should be able to throw most light on this problem, lo beTaaSfat C.3.D.I.C. (U.K.) within a few weeks.
'

assembled

Copies of the following relevant documents are enclosed herewith;

-

(a) First Interrogation of Lt. HAUHIK&3T and Qberlt. POflOfc

(b) 3eccnd Interrogation (Questionnaire prepared by G.C. &

(c) Minutes of meeting held at G.C. & C.S. on 16th September

(d) Extracts from Pinal Interrogation of HAUNHORST. I
(e) Signals exchanged with Washington regarding other P.O.I*



"

LdJ.n Tunisia.

(Carried out M.I.8. (a) with the co-operation

and facilities of C.3.D.I.C.(U.K.))*

This i- eport if HOST SI3CRHT and should not be
beyond the listed distribution without previous

reference to M.I. 8.

IKSi&URITY OF BRITISH CIH1ER3

(a) HAUNHQRST Hanswolf Leutnant . b.19.3-21.
Staff 334 Inf. Div.
This officer was Div. Intelligence Officer specialising
in enemy /artillery Intelligence. He is an anti-Uazi
by conviction and is prepared to be co-oporative
as • possibl/ can. During his service in Africa he
became very friendly with the officers of 621 Interception
Coy. and has a good working knowledge of the organisation
and work of the Coy, He was himself, on the distribution
of the "B.J 1 sM and periodical ireless Intelligence reports
issued by the Coy. and took particular interest in the
methods by which the information contained in the B.J»s wa*
obtained.

(b) POSSEL Werner, Oberleutnant b. 22. 2.18.
10 Pz. A. O.K. Nachr. Regt. Itoikstellenfuhrer.
Possel was O.C# of the senior fixed Army wireless station
in Africa, HePu 7> *od as such controlled all other HeFy» s
in Africa. For a time he was Punksachbearbeiter
with the staff of H.Gr Africa. He was ft iendly with the
officers of 621 Intercept Coy. and hod the handling of
much of their wireless traffic.

The facts cited in this report were obtained for the most part
from Haunhorst, and confirmed independently by Possel. No
was made during the Interrogation to pursue any of the statements
made as it was considered undesirable at this juncture to risk
putting ideas into the P.o.W's heads, and it was decided to wait
until the facts could be checked and any specific ^oints followed
up.

2. HAJE ClfflERS

A new Hand Cipher introduced for the Tunisian campaign
was broken and read continuously by the Coy. By the descri ,tion£iven of the traffic read, this particular cipher appears to

*

have been in general ui below Divisional level. Severalexamples or this cipher were captured and from the descriptiongiven t^y p.o.w. would appear to be the "CODEX". The American"Hagelin" cipher was regularly read with C air of captured Machine..

3/



r»*»Y« stated
all Array High-Grade ti

given to the interception of

Lc. This traffic was treated cryptographi-
cally by the Coy. with considerable success. All traffic from
A.F.H.Q. to the three Armies v.as read regularly, and as a result,
details were known of every Allied attack. In addition, the
composition, dates of arrival and loading of all convoys reaching
North Africa were known several days in advance mid speculation was rife
concerning the date of the first appearance of new units or equipment
mentioned in this traffic. The information was issued in the form of
B. J' s which, however, gave no indication whatever of the source; thus
it was impossible to tell whether it was plain language, lowrade hand
cipher or High-grade traffic. For the most part, the messages were
of a long term strategical staff nature, dealing with both operations and
supplies.

fct CHrreOGflARilC METHODS :£:aWI3) .

All high grade traffic was handled by a certain Tfarra t Officer
' -T.lKfl. This man has at his disposal one or oore British Type-X
machines captured at Tobruch, a machine resembling a German 3nigma
machine, and a special type of typewriter which had an adjustable
keyboard. In addition a number of reference books were employed from
which the Type-X settings were taken. The procedure appears to have
been as follows:

The message was examined and the "Kenngrappe" (Discriiainant)
looked up in a book. This gave a reference to another reference
book A7here the actual setting of the machine was found* The
machine (Type-X) was then set and the message decoded.

In certain cases this procedure did not work, and in this case, certain
information was sent to O.K*H. Berlin who were able to supply the
necessary information for the deciphering of the traffic.

The documents used appear to have been of two varieties - Captured

SirTv £Z*
docujnento 2ivinS message settings and machine settings,

which the interrogater has not yet been able to identify, and documentscompiled by the "Haupt Chiffrier Stella OKH", which appear to be
reconstructions of message settings and drum settings based on a detailedanalysis of high grade traffic during the past >4 years. From thesedocuments it would appear to be possible, once Q message set££g haT
refere^^

ei
Th

'° d°terraine *™ settings and tyre ^sition^byreference to the previous occurrence of the message netting.

£tl E255T1!
traffi° iS passed to Berlin f°r bailed examination^4^ ~ appears^*'

regarding the traffic is 2SiSb^
5. DL3TRI3JTI0N OF D.J.a .

In foimatio:i from cryptograp JLc sources is, as has alreadv W„
SS^t2r^^2 y kind °f ^entificationV ulnT^tetu^.ceOffice of the senior formation where it is evaluated and di^trib^t^lall interested parties. ft, such information may be ^s^d to^by ordinary vdreless channels: the normal Z.

imBS
ff

to B<9rlin
in exceptional cases such iiifonnatioTw bTSlliS w ooar^» ^thougfr
teleprinter.

™xion may be passed by encoded wireless

6/
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6. RCTiom -yiDKrros of casmi-jr ;uocbs, .,r™ :<rttt3tt high-grade oihkrs.

During the course of an interrogation of Lt. BODB carried out

at C.J.D.I.C.(U.K.) in June, 1943* this P.O.W. gave certain
information regarding the work of a certain 3gt. MAMXttt of 621

Intercept Coy. This information implied that 3gt. »iACKSR was

operating a Type-X machine and deciphering British High grade
traffic. Little credence was given to this account at the time
owing to the unreliability of Lt. Bode. However, owing to this

information being now confirmed by two independent witnesses,

Lt. 3ode»s sotry appears to be ;aaterially correct and adds further
confirmation to the accounts given by Lt. Haunhorts and Oberlt.
losoel. In addition to the now confirmed statement of Lt. Bode,
there have been, during the past month several references to
reading British High-Grade ciphers in Berlin; notable among these
is a statement by Oberleut. Saul, Flivo Tunis, that inforriation
concerning intended air attacks and Air Force operations was sent
to Tunis by jerlin under "Most Secret" cover. Tliis information
appears to have been of a nature which would not be passed in other
than Iftgh-Grade cipher.

7. CONCLUSION .

From the evidence supplied by the above mentioned P.o.vf it
would seem that the German Interception iiorvice is capable of
reading certain of our High Grade ciphers by means of captured
settings, documents and captured Cipher Machines, found at Tobruch,
as well as by means of analysis of High-Grade traffic and subsequent
reconstruction of settings by cryptographic methods. §y no means
all settings were read, as for example, there is no evidence to
believe that any of the special *T* service settings were known to
the G rmans. No effort has yet been made to identify the documents
used by the Intercept Coy. in Africa, nor iiave any of the leads
given by the .nterrogation been followed up as yet, Future and
more detailed interrogations may yield some more definite information.

s



TO THE G.C & C.5. JJ^i:KXAlRS

1) What did .Vegner's Type X machines look like? Obtain

a description as possible to ensure Type X and not American Cipnenng

machines" involved.

Three different types of rnachlnes were In use in the decoding

a) What appeared to be the large German Snigme Machine,

I.e. the automatic machine as opposed to the

manual field type.

b) An Aneriean machine, dimensions, 25 cm. by 35 cm. by

15 em. No details are available concerning this "

o) Two .English machines having the following description:

-

Central typewriter keyboard flanked on either side by

two complicated, hollow pots, having the appearance of

the outside housing of a small electric generator. A

paper strip was fed out from the inside of the two pots.

The lefthand one appeared to be the one mostly in use.

At the back of the keyboard was the main mechanism of

the machine, P.O.W. only once saw the Inside of -tills

^box", which he said contained 5 drums. In addition

to the machine itself there were several very attractive

brown polished boxes about 15 cm. long and with square

section of about 5 - 8 cm.

2) Where were the Type X documents captured?

3) Have the P.o.W. seen the captured documents
What did they look like? Colour, size, thickness and lay-out.

P.O.W. has virtually no knowledge of the documents
the decoding section when working with the English
They were kept in a separate room under lock and key and only
a very limited nuirber of people were ever allowed to see them
and then only in connection with their work. Apart
fact that they were books of Dagllsh origin ss well as

prepared documents P.o.W. has no information em this subject.

4) What did the catalogues prepared by Berlin look like? How
were the ones set out which determined drum fittings and tyre
Were they in manuscript, typed or printed?

The Documents prepared by Berlin were foolscap sheets covered
with typing. Each sheet had a complicated reference number at
the top and they were all kept in a large indexed folder. The
Kemgruppe ,, of the message was looked up in several "Books"
and after a rather complicated system of cross reference, one
typescript sheet was selected and given to the operator. The
latter took this sheet and with Its aid, "fiddled" about with
the machine and then began to decipher the message. The

contents of the typescript were incomprehensible to ?.o.W. and
appeared to consist of a ease of letters an

^rpescript documents arrive by courier from O.B.S. Home
who in turn received it from Berlin. They do not appear to
arrive regularly, but at intervals and in packets of several
sheets. Very considerable security mtmn us are to &j
the secrooj of the document.

5) Weze the nas ijn i usually complete, or did

!! f iJ^T "I-***? °r lMt Portion? If the latter,
was the length of such portion?

b, but a number
to have gaps.



-2-

inquired about this and was informed that ofton

massage would contain one or more parts which ™^
short messages and although they appeared to do in

cipher setting, could in fact not be deciphered.

.

inserted parts oaused the deoinherlnr section a

deal of tr able and they could find no explanation for them.

P.O.W. could not roomier whether these ' inserts ^ °™
specifically the beginning, middle or end part of the message.

6) How often did the drums have to be removed from the maddne and alter**

No information available from present P.o.Ws.

7) What were the most common Allied addresses in the more secret J.Js.?

Did American authorities appear frequently in the addresses.

The bulk of the traffic was either addressed to or aigiod by 8th

Army. The traffic was almost entirely concerning the "G" branches

of A.F.II.Q*, 8th Army and the Corps subordinate to 8th Army. Th#

links were those between 3th Army and A.F.H.Q. and 8th Army and

subordinate Formations. This traffic accounted for QQ}> of the

13. J. material*

The remainder was for the most part "f" traffic of the American

7th Army and A.F.H.Q* Very little traffic of the 1st -Army was read.

Unfortunate]^ P.o.W# cannot recall any verbatim addresses, and In

any case, these had been translated into German equivalent, i.e. I (a),

0 (qu), 1(b), etc.

8) »Vhat sort of addresses did the messages giving convoy movements have?

All traffic dealing with convoy movements and ship arrivals
orginated by A.F.H.Q. and addressed to the three Armies. The
German Address and Signature road approximately as follow*:
"An 0«Qu 7 Am. A. O.K. von O.Qu. Alliertes Ilaupt Quartier. Tn
BQlffi eingelaufen 3 Schiffe. 160 Tonnen i»iuni. f. 75 nm, etc
eto." The ship movements seem to have been largely confined to
coastal convoys. Only on very few occasions did any mention
appear of Ocean convoys* expected time of arrival and composition.

9) Give as much detail as possible of one or two particular
of a secret nature - messages P.O. W. would remembe

especially valuable or startling or amusing.

p.o^W. cannot remember the exact text of any particular
but gives the following 3 messages which he remembers particularly
well owing to their great importance and interest -

a) ^ optionally long message was received some time in March

T ftJTTy °?1
!
latod of intelligence summary issued

of ^German" o^LT d
!
al" the r*4rganiiation

Si^Ti! -̂^
°f

<?;
at the tlme *» ^A.K. took over

a^J^V^.'?aitiQnfl
- ^° fuU in which there were

Feind hat ... etoT
o™"*™* with the words "Neue Feindlajt.

b) s^^t,1^^^^^ -port from subordinate
of the 1st Wwith^l£^ the complete Order of Battle
the Gubellat - DJobel aluwr

**noc ^ Artillery support, in

/ o)....



o) Date not known. A message from 8th Army stating that the 4th

Armd. Civ. will move to the area Beja - Medjes el Bab on "audi

and such" a date.

10) What were the average time lags between interception (or T.0.0.

of high grade messages and promulgation of the B.Js.?

11) what was the shortest time lag?

The average time lag between T.O.I, and receipt of the B.Js*

(approx. 3-4 hours after issue) was 12-24 hours. The delay
never more than 36 hours. The shortest time lag that P.o.W.

remember is in the case of para 9o above where the information
received some 6 hours after the time of interception.

12) How often were the B.Js. sent to Berlin by wireless Teleprinter?

B.Js. were hardly ever sent to Berlin by Wireless T.P. P.o.W.
has only heard of two instances. As a general rule they went by
courier every day. The Intercept. Coy. NEVER sent any themselves;
this was the duty of l(o) at Heeresgruppe.

13) Hlgit it be possible that N.F.A.K.621 used a code word on
the B.Js* to indicate those obtained from high grade ciphers?

P.O.W. does not know of any special code word or sign used to
denote High grade B.Js., though he does remember that the B.Js.
had a number of reference numbers which were never explained.

14) When did the Company have their first success with reading high
grade traffic?

Some high grade succes was obtained early in 19fc1 , but this was
sporadic. The first occasion is not known to P.o»Y/., but he has
heard from the O.C. of the Coy. that High Grade traffic was being
read from the first days of the war.

15) Vfaen did they get into their stride?

It was only after the capture of Tobruk that the Coy. started to
produce High Grade B.Js. on any scale. It was at Tobruk that the
two British machines together with documents were captures.

16) Could Berlin supply Wagner with the necessary information for
deciphering in most cases when he could not get the messages out himself?

No very conclusive evidence was obtainable on this point. Itwould appear that Berlin was in a position to supply information

2L*2?£S? ?1 N-P -A
- ^eak on Seir own resourcesbut the habit of applying to Berlin was apparently daaooura^d.^^^

17) How long did it take to get the information from Berlin?

Cn one occasion information was supplied within 20 minutes butthis was very exceptional. No other information on this pointwas available. ^

Not known.



19) the main frequencies on which interception was

m

21)

22)

23)

Not known.

Was N.F.A.K. 621 fed high grade intercepts from other sources.

NO, but 1(c) UMglii summaried B.Js. from Berlin for incorporating in

their intelligence summaries.

Was similar decoding of fefetfl grade done in Sicily or Italy?

Hot to P.o.tf's knowledge. There is however an office in REIMS which is

reading British hi^ grade ciphers.

Did senior officers often visit the Company and show interest in Wagner'

s

work?

All the senior staff officers who read the B.Js. wanted to visit the Coy.
but it was almost impossible to obtain permission, and when permission had
been obtained, it was equally difficult to find the actual location of the
deciphering office. Very few officers actually succeeded in visiting
the deciphering office, with the exception of the Commanding Generals and
the various officers of l(c).

What were the locations of N.A.F.K. 621 during the time that Wagner was
reading Type X? How near to the front line were they?

"he section which was concerned with the breaking of British ciphers
always located with the H.Q. of the senior German Formation, i.e.
Heeresgruppe Afrika, (previously Pz. A.A.).

What is known of Tagner* s previous history before he joined the
What was he in private life?

The i^ntity of 'fachtmeister WAGNSR is a complete :.Vstery. He is not

.-.:_!*-_ 5 TV.

*

gner ^'V1 answered, it would
outsider n
appear, from exhaustive inquiries, that 'the

i*rer//»effort is being to identify this
7AGJCR is probably a cover

Septe:ober
r 1^.



ass

of a isssting held at Mb A 0,3. on

16th Jeptertoer, 1%-3, to dijouiiiitt.

Colonel J.H. Tiltmen (C__

Lt.Col. J.P. Vernham, M.I«S»

,,'ing Corod

Lt. Comdr
Major Gadd
x. -elchraan

a% Pickering

1 . Colonel **p stated that it had f^J3^
that thedrums, machine settings and message setting book at Tobruk had

all been destroyed, Zven if this should prove not to have been ^e feme,

however, new any inaohine and message settings were used in the Tunisian

OTHr^l flp and the only typex document held at Tobruk *hioh oontinued in

fores was the Inter-Service Massage Setting Book. The «nvxy movement

sisneli; referrs* li * Ifci « *i P** o.^ly MN ocen sent in

Inter Service settings.

2# Mr. Welshmen outlined a possible method of attack with captured

message setting book and old machine setting keys. A considerable amou

of back traffic (say one nonth's) on the captured keys would be decoded and

examined for any particular stupidity that night be going on e.g. oommsnctng

messages with a series of spaces* A catalogue based on this particular stupidity

could then be produced: it would be enormous and ill suited for use in the

field, but provided there were adequate 'stupidities" breaking might be

possible. If however lugboard settings ware used the method would be impossible

and breaking by "Wagner's party" out of the question. Colonel Vernham said

that P/B's were not in use by the 8th Array in Tunisia, but that the 1st Army

had possibly used

3. Colonel Tilteen siad that it had been decided some weeks ago that the

time was ripe for a large scale inveatigati jn of the security of types as no
comprehensive examination had ever been, mads, but only ad hoc investigations
regarding various individual points as they arose* the evidence now
discussion which had appeared since this decision
the real reason why the investigation was being

4. A discussion ensued on various minor inconsistencies in the P.O.W's
statements, but none of these carried enough weight to discredit or disprove
the allegations. There was the osaibility, though it seemed fairly remote,
that officers of the German Amy »Y« Service had been told to tell s consistent
fabricated story of German success with typex, if they became P.O.W's in

to

5. It waa agreed that it was unlikely that any interrogation* ,f |

and P033EL, who were not members of the Service, would ever provi<
really satisfactory information and that every endeavour ruuat be macs
bxindheme some of the officers of KPAK.621 itself, particularly
BZHPJ3© and anyone who might have performed the duties of the my

Urn following

(a) That it atill appeared that the P.O.W's



truth and that no reel

evidence m yet available that might disprove their

statements.

(b) That a further interrogation of HAUNHORST and POSSEL

should be carried out as soon as possible t^y

Vr. Pickering and Professor Noxroan, possibly assisted

by 14aJar Babbage.

(o) That Colonel H.I.8. should endeavour to trace those

mfeers of HFAK.621 %vho were P.O,W fs and have them

brought home for interrogation wherever they were.

(d) That as much detail as possible should be obtained
of typex usage and methods in Tunisia at the time

under consideration.

(e) That the general investigation of typex security now planned
should be proceeded with at an early date*
Usage and all practical considerations would have to be
extensively studied.

17th Jepteraber



(D221)

Hit*

Int.

'-/>•

Int.

!/.;•

Mb

^

(oaks tar deaeriition of which P/tf had visited),

typewriter, but
^ several raachines about the aise

and flatter, vdth a key board like Uutrf -J.g*-*^ fl o7
elenal oana in one of the duty affioera or obltn. 11 ^TJ^JJL /JJ*

the company looked about for aone funny ^-STthav had a hi*
Kana^tabon) to aaa what dnd of a keyitwna. She* they

filinc cabinet vdth nothing but Mi type-writing«W i

and letters and all aorta of things on than. ^f^^fj it
too and they oemjared then to find the ritfit key. they got it

|M it to an obergofreiter alio aaa altttagat one or

ha set smoothing widen would make it caae cut.

t the Uglish machine?

na. How they daoidad
' out or not • wfcw/ttsY

atly, generally, they

fejfc.

Not at the Gexnan one?

ell, they did a lot of then on the Gexaam m
I male it depended whether they had got the

did it on the English or tto Gexnan mciiina.

vdth the ngliah one. If they hod found the

aid it on the Siglish narihlno - as far aa I could

Yes - or nerlcan. They took

they v/eren,t a laonitoring station

were there other than aigliah and Anerioan

Ho, there hardly would be in that area,

.hat were the traffics like? very nixed?

_y ideked up all sorts of stuff; sorsotines tl¥>y got
•wall lower fonaationo say Kgt. to Abt. or .igt. and Battalion.

. ere there sonetiaaa signals of Air liaison officers wtth _
a leading question - complete blank - question misunderstood
degression on bad liaison between Anay and G»JP tYf )•

(D 186)

Int.

Int.

long did

24 hours.

.11 staff
the Jeoodiac

uost
by the tine
BSSjSjBBb

Creason;

laajajajBj ssl|BSSj|

Continental cjjarto,

aan^ajajajli bsjbi ||
ana what?

wmeniiAiUy typewritten, jut



were the keys always broken currently or often with delay?

It often happened - but I don't know - I J" ^OBU^
that theyl^inxes had to let thine* ****** g«g« ^
It waTSm GKH that those funny type-written sheet, came. Tig^
keys out themselves, some-iow. I dan«t know nowW °*a

•things* they got from GKH or CKH.

Int. Direct mm

Ml
011 «

frequently signals of different days had to be

Int.

V/,.

:./...

int.

,1th the result that, say on the 9th of the month, the signals of the 7th

8th and 9th were all being worked at.

That can happen. And naturally, there were mmJ^mMt^mm^
and they had to guess till they got it out. That *

fair time, m sane signals they got out in an :uxsredlbly stort tine.

(Ql vwrk continuous; A: 3 shifts of 8 hours.)

The deciphered signals are then handed to the 0.0. who does a preliminary

sorting out of duplicator, makes out a weekly and a Monthly report, clip*

them together and passes them to 1.0. 1.0. reads then, crosses out

he thinks are spoof or tjuatsoh, sidelines the important ones and has

rolled off, passes them on to the \roy and Divisional 1.0.**.

(He special extracts for artillery Intolligence. l/.V did not see

versions for Arqy Group 1.0. but only copies, which went with

to Array, Corps and Div. I.0.*s.

aplete

On length and titlenof reports seen by p/lY

"Harchbericht fur die .oche von - bis
graphed).
•uv :C uVi ot

etc.

I/., stated the Korpsgruppe .,eber had no W/*
did not know that it had.

)

(i.e. PA

I oust say that in general the tilings were really of great iapatenoe.
knew a terrific amount; that thing about the 4th Di vision**1 that was
terribly important for us, for it was the J*th Division that made the thrust
through towards TUKI3 and that was right In the middle of

so it was

/ou know 1

faat did, the fall? I

kind of - that Is we

This is n>t a proper title. j^unkeuberwaelasig is •monitoring* - evidently
correctly used by PA in previous extract, p/* previously -t this point
said C3II- .tolls (or Haupt-ohistells CO).

It^has not bee possible to trace signal* relating to this in CX/lBS



Int. From tho listening reports?

PA. without having talon a single prisoner. * knew exactly! *> knew €

position, boimdarv lines and everything - all these things* ^V!""position, boundary lines and everything - all these things.
™*JJJ*

naturally very valuable, for it's ^ite different if I know that this and

that division is opposite mo and that the:e are no doubtful divisions
aion is oppoexee mo ana «wi wjb *~ —'— - — -~-

, in the offing. That was important. i*it, as I said, the raejoriTy

of the listening rcporta unfortunately didn't refer to our -

oourse they interested us, but ...

(D.2J0)

Int. When you spoke to Oborleutnant MB did he araw oomparisons betwei

Ihglish W/T signals that you intercepted and decoded, were they in

keys, or was it always one and the some key?

P/W. No, he an id that list every unit had a different key with it. I asked

him, "How is it then; you can't decode all the signals with one key surely?"

Ho said: no, that depended on the unit, that is thoy always knew what W/T
station had which key, roughly, and thnt it had to have some discriminant
or something, and that thoy look it up.

Int. Were some of these keys more difficult than others?

P/ff. Yes, that i3, sometimes thoy didn't succeed in getting it out immediately.
Then they probed around. onetimes, too, thoy sent off signals which
they hadn't decoded at all. Qftsv sent those to OKH.

Int. Did that happen frequently?

PA« As far as I know

Int. Was there a certain number ovory day?

PA- Very seldom, actually. According to what I was always told, that only
happened •••• and evidently when the messages cane out they were of little
importance, they onme back to us through official channels, via QBS*
.Vhat was in them was always either very out of

fte^LZS. nAH.TV?1!^ 1*?8 10118 a~a«~ M *****
in them made up of dot dot dot, 33 dots missing" or something of the sorf

(D.23D

PA. Ho said the*, often nothing came exit of the passages that were mlssln* butthere wore other messages suddenly in the middle in quite a dif*mw2*Wand mm key must hove been kept secret very well. aTanv enem it^Lusually very difficult to get them >ut, aooorlin/ U+uZk hT^ULtS^
Int. (paraphrased); were there ever supplementary ic

not previously got out?

is*atiea ^^"iF**11 b*la* ^tsr. Bier putis aside with the parte slm ly *mUslns*. ita. wmm*JZL^.on sometissM <Sy« mu ^ ^ * • 1""r8 ees, in fact.

" _ .
X r0*9 «t the end of a sentsnoa. mui *k~, +w*-

PA. Ho, I never heard
these signals
the impression m

su-jk ista- -sasax.
- knew the background here. Consider 1*ent is that QKH may on occasion have irt'mrmZTt^J^ll * i*

vented to conceal from forwardTthT^hM^T it
grade 1nesi tad signals. aucoessful with hi]



PA

fitted on directly to the Inst thing. Just looking at it
you couldn't veil whether this rnissing pieoe was part of the
not. It didn't look as if the *A operator had missed s passage but
ss if another wA ma 11sags in another key had been Inserted. That's
conceivable, because we do it a lot. Long signals are often broftoa
when something short and urgent comes in. If there's one >f these)
long situation reports - and ours art, much longer, up tc

groups - and something corns in in the middle, that has to sp
mere quickly , then I stop, and put through the :>ther signal, which
with us too would be in another key. That's how I explain it.

Ihey are probably figures (?).

Yes, whether they said that or what I don't
33

but In

PA aeans from the contents.
I think the question here was incorrectly t;»ken down and I
recall what was really asked. I am however fairly certain thatgJW* was "In the IC Keports it never said more than '33 groups

16.10.43*
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MOST SECRET

TO : B. A.D. Washington.

ovember OUT

Date 3. 11. 43.

NAVAL CYPHER (XD) PLUG .

From: D.N.I. Admiralty,

ROUTINE

If Colonel cook of the I otaff of Bc a.S.
Washington asks your assistance in giving passage
to 4 German P/W with knowledge of Y you should do
all you can to expedite their return to this
country where they are ugently needed for
interrogation.

.031605A

N.I.D. 1 (Ex. 1261)



2nd November, 1943*

Tait,

I think perhaps it say be well to record nor

iupressions of our talk this morning-

i» Typox security:

of 27tfc Ajipril, 1941 are completed, Types*

will provide a very secure (and rapid)
Mess of ooBBMQication for noraal service
purrees*

(b) For purposes, however, where continual
and length cribs sa t handed out, i#e*
coBBunicatioas with our representatives
in U.S^U, Russia and for political
purposes in general, it is not a satisfactory
aodLum.

ii. X or the aoot secret traniaaissions from Cabinet
Offices, especially those falling under (b)

- j*d should be used.

iii. Where the Air JCinistry representative cannot agree
to majority deoUv.on* of the Cypher security Ccssaittee
he shall refer the matter to yoi

Air Vice^'arshal V.H. Tait q.B.E.,
Air Ministry,
Yfhitehall,
S.W.I.



to, uanmvx,

18. 10. w.

ffB 613

Polloalna ft* 0.3.3. only.

Further to ay telegraa 609 Ootobor Iflth.

have all four when and rtiare you like. ivda.

Distribution,

D.U.I.
colonol Tilfrum
Lt. Coodr. Dudl



1

**©m: WASHINGTON

18. 10. 43.

Following for C.S.S.

Your Cffi 773 of 30th October, 1943

•

Following from General STRONG: Begins:

Reference your request of tenth, the following

individuals have been located and are at your disposition:

First Lieutenant HEDiHICH HABEL, serial number 8 7fG -131B5.

Marks on identity disk: H KP N 26 14.

First Lieutenant HANS HlMEE, aerial number 8 WG -13145-

Marks on identity disk: F.H.ST, This is one of the sections

of the German Army Field Force, and it would be entirely

logical for a 'T 1 liaison detachaent officer or an espionage

officer to be attached to such a section*

Prisoners date of birth 20th January 1913- V

Lieutenant ALFRED BHURBRD, serial number 8 WG-12893#
Identity disk says: KVD NEAEEL. This would mean that this
prisoner of war belonged to the Naples "Command" (established-
and regular part of the Gezman Army Staff)* Date of birth of
this prisoner 7th December 1921.

I think the above-named are three of the four men you
retire. They have refused to answer any questions, and none
of them have paybooks.

If you want to take a chance on identity I suggest
you take delivery of the three men named above at any place
you desire in the UNITED STATS3 and ship them on a BritJah ship.
Too dam such red tape otherwise.

No truce yet of U 1STHR S2VHBG& (or SWT



but enquiry proceeding.

Distribution;
d.d.(s;
D.M.I.
Colonel Tiltman
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SECRET.

TO: Mi

CXG 773. Following for O'CONNOR from C.S.S.

C.

We ore particularly anxious to interrogate hare In U.K. follow^ few
all of Nachrichten Fern Aufklarungs Komponie 621, captured in TUNlolA am

1943 and believed to be an AMERICA.

1) Obltxu HEINRICH HABEL, O.C. Coy,, last located (according to another P.O.*.

at Camp 204 in North AFRICA in June and reported by ALG-IKR3 on August 25th a*

ably being in AMERICA. He had been Sergeant Major in the ,YI Unit 3.N.5© in

FRANCE and was commissioned at the end of 1941.

2) Wachmeister SEVEIJECK (or SEVENHECK), described as a "specialist"

•

3) Obltn. BREMER, Head of 'Y* Liaison Detachment.

4) Ltn. BEHREND, at one time O.C. of an Advanced Detachment.

Other details of these P.O.W'b unfortunately unknown. Efforts to trace theia ey

War Office have proved fruitless and we think they were transferred to U.S.A.

unidentified as personnel of a f Y* Unit.

Please approach General STRONG on behalf of myself and D.M.I., and ask his supper*

in having these P.O.W's transferred as soon as possible from U.S. to British owner-

ship and sent to U.K. D.P.W. here is willing to accept them.

You should explain that we hope this interrogation will throw light on how far
Germans exploited certain British cypher material known to have been captured at
TOBRUK, and of which these P.O.W's are said to have knowledge. Interrogation by
British Experts in U.K. is therefore essential, and one of the deepest concern te 1

•al STRONG.

FROM WASHINGTON.

CXG 609. Following for C.S.S. , from

Your CXG 773 of 10. 10.43*

Reference your request of tenth, the following individuals have been located ana
your disposition: First Lieutenant HEITJRICH HABEL, serial number 8 WG -.L31 .

on identity disk: H KP N 26 14.

First Lieutenant HANS BREMfcR, serial number 8 WG -13145. Marks on identity
F.ll.ST. 56. This is one of the sections of the German Army Field Force* and

it would be entirely logical for a 1 Y 1 liaison detachment officer or an espior*
officer to be attached to such a section. rrisouer' a date of birth 20th Jaituea

,

1913.

Lieutenant ALIRED BEHREND, serial number 8 WG -12893. Identity disk «ii
KMD NEAPSL. This would mean that this prisoner of wtr belonged to the Maples
"Coumand (established and regular port of the German Army Staff). Date of birt i if
this prisoner 7th December, 1921,

I think the above-named are three of the four men you require. They *«re
refused to answer any questions, and none of them have paybooks. If you want to

l chance on identity I vmi + nir* • — - _^ „ _
_ — ii^iM- ui wiiau mive payuooJUS. AX you Want

take a chance on identity I suggest you take delivery of the three men naaed i
you desire In the UNITED STATE ; and ahi„ them on a British ship. foe

at any place you -
damn much red tape otherwise

No trace yet of WACHMEI.3TBt S>:VNaCK£ (or SBVBMHBBK.).

Have nowlocated SEVENHEGK so you can have all four when and you



- 1 - ^ ; /

The interrogation of a ?.0.«f.^tlj tou^t_

from Tunisia has brought to light evidence that during the

Tunisian Caapeign the Geratui Army » «rvix* *f*
ilble

*f _
ZJloit in the Field a certain amount of British ,rr.V ty-ex

*

Although it bmob unujuestionahlc that their success

was largely due to the capture of imchir.ee and key© at Tobruk,

it is not at all clear to what extent, if at all, Berlin

applied them with new settings, etc , obtained cr^.tographio^,

or Another they succeeded in obtaining a copy of the new

settings ty" physical rieans in Tunisia.

The i'.O.W. in question, Leutnont IiAUHHCRST, a

Divisional Intelligence Officer who was friendly with the

officers of the "Y" Unit KPAK. 621 , and who received their

ro xarts, has been interrogated three time (onee by Oeser and
i'iokering from G*C.C.S.; but a* a non-cxx^2rt he cannot cnli^tem
us on the technical points reg£?axlr.j the use of the captured
machines which (I consider it is rjoat iiiportant to determine at

rliest possible noment»

Nearly all the personnel of the actual V Unit
(Naohrichten Fern AuflOarungs liompanie 621 ) were captured in
Tunisia in micMfcy 1943, but owing to the difficulties at the
time were not segregated, were able to destroy tJieir identifi-
cation papers, and became "lost" in the general mass of

and are probably now all in America*

/ There are



There are four aeribers of the Company who would be

particularly valuable to us and 1 consider that every effort

should be made to identic and brine them back to this

as soon as possible for interrogation*

(a) Obltn* Heinrich ILxHKL f the O.C. of the Coy*

Last located at Camp 20i¥ in North ,ifrica in June

(according to a P*0«W« fa statement) and reported

by lgiera on 25/8 as x^robably being in .America*

iiabel is unfortunately a common name; this man was

ccctdssioned at about the end of r>41 f he had
previously been a flgfc j^ar with the "X" Unit 3*K*56
in Trance*

(b; Wachtneister ^VKNBtaU (or SOTRHBCK)
Described as a "specialist", la other details known,
but the name is an unusual one* tie is probably the
N.C.O. who did the actual operating of the typeac

wanhiniw

(o) Obltn* BRKMaR* iiead of the nYr Liaison
Detwshnent of the Company* Bo other details icnown.

Ltn. fiSHRSKD. At one time in dLiar& of an
Advanced Detactaent of the Company.

The first two of the above are moat likely to be able
%o provide tU precise information we want but I would be
crateful if you could press for all four to be assembled at
CCD. I.e. ("./..) as soon as :x>ssible.

27th September tft|,



To- Lt. Cmdr. Dudley Sail

From F. p .Pickering

.

3.
>m 43.

>ntember " 3rd. 6
11

References Wac • tmeifcster Xgnsx^Wagner
and associated problems.

1) It has proved impossible to find any trac e

in the ! Y ! reports we have seen %u JjIwLify
the Signal dealing with the move of the
4th, Armoured Division, which Fauohorst
thought he remembered.

2) I think we shall not be far wrong if e

assume that the real name of the mystic
7/achtmeister Wagner is: S1VENHECKU

On 9/5 Generalob erst von Arnim was asked
(via Chief Armed forces Signals Officer of
C.in G South) by OKW and OXF/Person el Dent,
to have the following brought back from
Tunisia:

(five nanseSj including Oberst KARN)
"In addition, if possible, the follow!
specialists :

11

Obltn, BREMER
Obltn. HABEL
Washtiaeister SEVEIgEEC^ . (list ends

/ ^ i • • • x
here)

(underlinings mine.) ^/Atss -2$7/,/u^3,
T-
Taunhorst was convinced that n7agner " was a

name, not a cover-name. I think it is safer
to assume that Sevenheck is Wagner and ask for
him fl Eabel, separately. You will remember
ti at fagner was not known as 7agner at
'Auswertung. !

7 ifU^



3L.

22. 9. U3-

Commander Travis *

On Monday 20th, Dr. Pickering and I

interviewed Ltn. HAUNHORST at the request of Col. Ti
ig£

an »

to find out whether we could prove or disprove his st&$r that

Type-X was "being read "by the Germans in Tunisia.

HAUNHORST was merely a casual visitor to

the German Y station, run "by N.F.A.K. 621. Though he

did his "best to co-operate, his knowledge of cyphers was

not sufficient to enable him to notice or comment upon

the really salient aspects of Type-X cryptography.

The various documents in the case, mention a

mysterious "Wachtmeister V/AGNER". WAGNER appears to "be

a cover name.

CX/MS3 has, however, given us the name of
WACHTMEISTER SEVENECK? 1 From CX/MSS and HAUNHORST we
know that the O.C. of the company was Obltn. HABEL.
He is thought to "be in the U.S.A. An Obltn. BREMER
was also a member of the company (N.P.A.K. 621).

In view of the importance of this matter,
it is essential that C.S.S. be asked to request that the
following should be assembled at C.S.D.I.C. (U.K.) as
soon as possible, for thorough interrogation:

HABEL, Obltn. Heinrich ) all of
BREMER, Obltn. - ) N.P.A.K. 621
SEVENEGK , v/achtm. - ) captured as

a whole in TUNIoIA,
mid-May ^^k3^

0/JCP/15U5Z/22/9A3.
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To: D.D.fS). 1 Q4|
Prom: W.G. Welshman.

INTERROGATION OP HA.UNHORST AND PASSEL.

This story about the mysterious Wagner sounds like a garbled account ofsoje

thing true. I imagine that, having captured a few Type X machines, the

would have the sense to maintain a forward decoding party to take full advantage or

any captured keys, but it seems unlikely that we should have lost any Type X keys

in Tunisia and the story suggests that there is far more in xt than that. Of course

intercept operators tend to believe that everything they intercept is decoded, ana

the officers of NFAK 621 might tend to give an exaggerated idea of their successes.

All the same it does rather sound as if Y/agner may have decoded some Type X messages.

This could have been done in three ways. ,

a) Keys may have been captured or obtained through agents.

b) Keys may have been broken in Berlin or elsewhere and sent to Wagner.

c) Keys may have been broken by Yfagner and his party on the spot, with the

help of catalogues.

I. imagine that the first possibility can be ruled out. As regards breaking, I

have always felt that the Germans could not be breaking any of our Type X traffic

because, if they were, they would take steps to prevent us breaking their enigma

traffic. But this may be overestimating the efficiency of the Germans; after all

we ourselves have made no serious attempt to use the experience of the experts on
breaking the German enigma to improve the security of our Type X. Alternatively
the Germans may have been breaking Type X before the introduction of pluggable heads
by catalogue methods which would be knocked out by their stecker.

I have never thought seriously about possible methods of breaking Type X, but
should have guessed that the equipment necessary would be pretty bulky unless the
problem is being simplified by extreme carelessness. Thus whether Wagner could have
broken 8th Army Type X traffic or not depends on how the 8th Army have been handling
the traffic. A thorough investigation of this would be a big undertaking, and I
think the only satisfactory method would be to intercept the 8th Army traffic and
study the logs.

However something might be done to check up on the story without a full investi-
gation. We know a fair amount about NFAK 621, the unit to which Wagner belonged,
from "E" decodes. It seems fairly certain that this unit failed to get away from
Tunisia., and it is rather odd that we have received no captured documents or
interrogation reports. I should like to arrange a meeting early next week with
Dudley-Smith, Gadd, Oeser, Pickering and Vernham. In the meantime I should like to
ask Vernham to check up one or two small points and to obtain some details of the
Allied W/T communications in Africa at the time of the Tunisian campaign.

For a full dress investigation I should want to go into the following points.

1 . Construction of Type X keys

.

2# Distribution of keys, and allocation of keys for local use in AfricaWhether this allocation is determined in London or not. Y/Sther authorities inAfrica can use a set of keys more than once.
1:163 121

3. Details of machines and keys used by 8th Army before and after fall of Tobruk.

4. What ferial was compromised at Tobruk and what steps were taken as aIn general what regulations are laid down for dealing wiih a cotmproSse!

- 1 -
5. Details of W/T networks/



5.

6.

Details of W/T networks, procedure and types of traffic

•

Organisation of cipher offices. Whether encoding is ever done by wireless

operators. Details of endoding procedure,
••

s

7. Pull study of logs and decodes "both of Type X and of associated type of

traffic over a fairly long period 0

8. If possible a study of Type X traffic on the keys compromised at Tobruk.

•TotiftfiW o& Jnee Jbits e*r«dreele to tiilioS. n± notfotd' need" favarf ya.- sveil- 1

r»*tt no vJ-iar eirf *r

On the whole I feel that a thorough investigation would be a good thing, but

I don't see who could do it. However it may be possible to shoot down the ¥a£ .

story after further- discussion here and further interviews with P.O.W's. It

is quite possible that Haunhorst was merely shown how the Type X machine worked, and

it would be interesting to know whether he actually saw an English message decoded.



«

To: Lt. Commander Dudley-Smith,

Prom: W.G. Welchman.

Copy to Colonel Tiltman.
Pile: 2 copies.

17th September.

Not knowing the first thing about our own W/T communications in Africa, it is

practically impossible either to get a clear idea of what is implied by the Wagner
story or to make the most of a further interview with Haunhorst and other Po of W's.
It will help if you can g et the following information.

1 • A general description of all our W/T communications in Africa, stati*Bfe the
types of traffic passed on the various links and networks, and giving an estMaate of
the location and number of the enemy intercept sets that would be required to cover
it all.

2. Details of all W/T communications in Africa passing Type X traffic at the time
of the Wagner story, particularly -

a) Frequencies and power used on each link or network, with an estimate of
the range of audibility for German interception.

b) What Type X keys were used on each link.

e) A rough idea of the nature of the content of the various types of traffic,

d) Some idea of the volume of traffic on the various links.

3. Very roughly how the W/T picture and the use of different Type X keys
developed from the time of the compromise at Tobruk to the Tunisian campaign. Were
there any types of traffic which kept going continuously?

4. What drums, keys and message setting books may conceivably have been
compromised? How much traffic could have been read by the enemy by this means?

5. What other drums and message setting books are in use, and how extensively
pluggable heads have been used.

6. Details of drums, message setting books and keys in use at the time of theWagner story, particularly what keys were being used to pass traffic

a) without the use of pluggable heads.

b) with possibly compromised drums.

c) with possibly compromised message setting books.
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: communication on thissubject should be addressed to :—

The Under-Secretary of State,

. The War Office

(as opposite),
and the following number quoted.

THE WAR OFFICE,

7

LONDON* 8.W.JU

J.;.I.8/A/42/5
Your Reference

MOST S2C:!ET
2nd Seotember, 1943.

Memorandum for:-

Lieut. Gmdr. Dudley Smith, R.N.

,

G-. C. St C. S.

MOST SECRET

1. I attach hereto a paper giving replies to the questionnaire
which you sent to us. One or two of these answers are probably
wrong particularly the designation of certain units, but that may
be due to the period of time Which has elapsed.

2. One point may be of interest, and that is the statement th t

the majority of traffic was between the 8th Army and A. as

I believe that 8th Army were using the old drums vrtiereas the 'hollows'
were used by 1st Army.

3. I do not know that we have got very much further with the matter,
but if there is anything more that you rash us to do will you let us
know.

4

14 «\



Go-.;- to L'.ca-iou...it Ocmiianfler Dud]

1st September, 1943.

With reference to your letter of 23rd Auj?ist 1943»

regarding the further interrogation of KAUNH3ROT and I03SSL,

1 attach a oopy of our questionnaire vMoh was telephoned

to U.I.8 v«ster3av momin«.

Uftquastloaaably the raaei to really wai*t for

detailed interrogation is /AflEBSK and I would vary

grateful if you ooiOd take all possible stops to got hia

Yout3 sincerely.

Colonel J.p. Vemhsei,



V

OWncWMKE TORMM JO) F0K3SU

WaCHKR's "Typex" machines look like ?

possible to ensure typex and not

3. Have the P.O.W»s seen the oapturod documents themselves ?

What did they look like ? Colour, size, thickness, layout.

4. V/htt did the "catalogues" prepared by Berlin look like ? Ikm
the ones set out which determined drum settings and tyre positions ?

they in M.O.S., typed or printed ?

5. Were the messages usually complete or did the
consist of A first or middle or last portion. If the U ter,

was the length of such portions ?

6. Ikw often did the druus have to be
and altered I

7» tfhat were the laost co. xxai /dlied
"Aid American authorities appear frequently in the

from the machine

in th^B.J's ?

?

What sort of addresses did the8.

?

9. Give as much detr.il ;.3 possible of one or two
messages of a secret nature - nessa. es P.CW. v/ould
their content was especially valuable, or startling, or

10. What ttls ti

of high gr.-de message
re time lag between interception (or T.G.O.,
romulgLtion of the B.J. ?

11* What was the shortest time lag ?

12. How often were the B.J's sent to ;>erlin by wireless teleprinter 9

621
13. Might it be possible that NF-^/used a code word on the B.J's

to indicate those obtained from high

14. When did the Coy. have their first sue
grade traffic ?

15. When did they get into their stride ?

16. Ctould Berlin supply KAQQSR with the

•till

17. Bow long did it take to get the

18* how m«x«r high
ddly by Htf 621 ?

19.

the of HPAX.621 during the ^nr* that
to the front line were they ?

24. "hat is known of tf«CNEB*» txrovioua
Cov.. »hat was he in yriT>.te life ?Cov.. What was

^-V—/ k*,m—L_



].[. 1. 8. MOST SBSEBT

Dear Travis,

I attach hereto a report on the interrogation

German officers, undertaken by Captain Heller of this Section

In view of the contents thereof, I have done nothing with

regard to the distribution of this report until I hear from

you as to the action which you would like us to take.

In this report we have endeavoured to keep to actual

statements made by the P.o.',7s. and have not drawn any

deductions.

Both P.O.Ws. are "being held at our disposal and my

object in submitting the report to you first is to find out

if you wish us to take up any particular line when further

cross examining them. Taking these statements at their face

value, the situation appears to be somewhat alarming, biit

there appear to be so many inconsistencies that it might be
possible to rule out some of the statements as being an
impossibility.

You will recollect at the time of the fall of Tobruk that
a complete cipher team with equipment and books was rounded
up with the rest of the Garrison and the Cipher Officer was
evacuated from Tobruk to Crete by submarine. He subsequently
escaped and on his return stated that the drums and message
and machine settings books were destroyed prior to capture.
Even if his statement was untrue, the settings used in the
Tunisian^ campaign ('and this report only deals with that
Campaign), were entirely different, nor can I see that the

Commander C.7/.Travis, 0.3.3.

,

D.D.(S),
3. P.

supposed/

JP.V/flH



opposed method as described In paragraph 4 either tallies
dth the present practise or oven if it did, weald enable
"gh-gra&e rypex to be read from settings captured at Tobruk.
Bettings as far as T ain aware were cadprondseo. by capture in
da which leaves only the possibility of leakage of information

thin North Africa 6aranetri& as a" possible source i'roiu v&lffe

settings could have been obtained.

The statement in paragraph 3 that all traffic from A.F.E.Q.
to the three Armies was read, appears to oe aor&swaat iiiacourate
as at that time only the First and Eighth Armies were uiider the
Ca-wand of 18 Anqy G-roap, but had oi$ traffic parsed direc* from
A.i^.ii.^. ki a u.S. formation, it would sure^/ have been in UCM
and dbt Typex.

~iit?j-e are plenty 6f . Lees bf hooting holes i£lrdugji
these statements but I thought the best thing was to let you
have this Inforjaation and ask; you to 1st rac Jsaow Uoqf you mwHI
lake iurta..er interrogations handled. In the meantime no
distribution has been g£ven to L! da report and it will not be
.ii . i.iuuuted uncj.^ i bear from you.

Tours sincerely,

(Sgd) J.R» Vemham.



Copy No*

First Interrogation report on two

G-erman Amy Officers captured in Tunisia .

(Carried out "by LM.8.(a) with the co-operation

and facilities of C. S.D.I.C. (U.K.) ).

This report is II05T SSCRHT and should not "be passed

beyond the listed distribution without previous

reference to I.M.8.

INSECURITY" 0? BRITISH CIPHERS

1 . PER301IALIA

(
a) KAUKKOHST Hanswolf , Leutnant. b. 1 9» 3 • 21

.

Staff 334 Inf.Div.
This officer was Div. Intelligence Officer specialising
in enemy Artillery Intelligence. He is an anti-ITazi

by conviction and is prepared to be as co-operative
as he possibly can. During his service in Africa he
became very friendly with the officers of 621 Interception
Coy. and has a good working knowledge of the organisation
and work of the Coy. He was himself, on the distribution
of the "B.J.s" and periodical Yfireless Intelligence reports
issued by the Coy. and took particular interest in the
methods by which the information contained in the B.Js.
was obtained.

(b) POSSEL Werner, Oberleutnant .b. 22. 2. 18.
10 Pz. A. O.K. Kachr.Regt. ]?unkstelleiifuhrer.
Possel was O.C. of the senior fixed Army Tireless
station in Africa, HeFu 7, and as such controlled all
other HeFu 1 s in Africa. For a time he was Punksachbear-
beiter with the staff of H.Cr. Africa. He was friendly
with the officers of 621 Intercept Coy. and had the
handling of much of their wireless traffic.

The facts cited in this report were obtained for the most part
from Haunhorst, and confirmed independently by Possel. No attenrot
was made during the Interrogation to pursue any of the statements
made as it was considered undesirable at this juncture to riskputting ideas into the P.o.Ws. heads, and it was decided to wait
until tne facts could be checked and any specific points followed
up.

2. HAND CHHERS

A new Hand Cipher introduced for the Tunisian carroai-mwas broken and read continuously by 4 he 3ov Bv «ip l

given of the traffic read, this particular cinher aopea^to*
*

have been in general use below Divisional level/ ^ev -rad
examples of z.iis cipher ware captured and fron the '"esc ^t*given by P.o.w. would appear to" be the "CCBEX".

"
The American"Hagelin" cipher was regularly read with the aid of" captured

maciiine s •

3/



3. HIGK-G&ADB CIPHERS .

F.o.W. stated that priority was given to the interception °*

all Army High-Grade traffic. This traffic .as treateuciypoographi

cally by the Coy. with considerable success. AH trallic rrcm

A.P.K.Q. to the three Armies was read regularly, and as a result,

details were known of every Allied attack. In addition, tne

convoosition, dates of arrival and loading of all convoys reacning

North Africa were known several days in advance and speculation

was rife concerning the date of the first appearance of new units

or equipment mentioned in this traffic. The information was issued

in the form of 3.Js. which, however, gave no indication whatever

Of the source; thus it was impossible to tell whether it was plain

language, lowgrade hand cipher or High-grade traffic. For the most

part, the messages were of a long term strategical staff nature,

dealing with both operations and supplies.

4. CRYPTOGRAPHIC 1.UCTJI0DS &J^OY£D .

All high grade traffic was handled by a certain Warrant Officer

WAGHER. This man had at his disposal one or more British Type-X

machines captured at Tobruch, a machine resembling a German ilnigma

machine, and. a special type of typewriter which had an adjustable^

keyboard. In addition a number of reference books were employed

from which the Type-X settings were taken. The procedure appears

to have been as follows:

The message was examined and the "Kenngruppe" (Discriminant)

looked up in a book. This gave a reference to another

reference book where the actual setting of the machine

was found. The machine (Type-X) was then set and the

message decoded.

In certain cases this procedure did not work, and in this case,

certain information was sent to- 0.K.H.Berlin who were able to

supply the necessary information for the deciphering of the traffic.

The documents used appear to have been of two varieties -

Captured British Cipher documents giving message settings and
machine settings, which the interrogater has not yet been able to
identify, and documents compiled by the "Haupt Chiffrier Stelle
0KHM

, which appear to be reconstructions of message settings and
drum settings based on a detailed analysis of high grade traffic
during the past 3-4 years. Prom these documents it would appear
to be possible, once the message setting has been deciphered to
determine the drum settings and tyre positions by reference to the
previous occurrence of the message setting.

All High-Grade traffic is passed to Berlin for detailed
examination, and such traffic as cannot be read by any of the above
means appears to be subjected to an analysing machine -.vhich,
providing some evidence regarding the traffic is available, ;iving
results in many cases.

5. DISTRIBUTION OP B.Js .

Information from cryptographic sources is, as has already
been mentioned, passed without any kind of identification" to the
Intelligence office .of the senior formation where it is evaluated
ana distributee, to all interested parties. Jo such information
may be passed to 3erlin by ordinary wireless channels; the normal
route is by courier, although in exceptional cases such information
may be passed by encoded wireless teleprinter.



- 3 -

During the course of an interrogation of Lt. BODE carried out

at C.S.2.I.J.CJ.K0 in June, 1*3, this P.o.W. 8*ve
T

^ain
• formation -ogarding the v.-ork of a certain Sgt. ^AG-ISR ol

Interce-t Coy. This information implied that Sgt. Wagner was

operating a Type-X machine and deciphering British Hi* g£*«
traffic. Little credence was given to tin, aoQountat the time

owing to the unreliability of Lt. BODE. However, owing to tins

information being now confirmed by two independent witnesses,

Lt. MSB's story appeal's to be materially correct and adds further

confirmation to the accounts given by Lt. Haunhorst and Oberlt.

Possel. In addition to the now confirmed statement of Lt. BGTL.,

there have been, during the past month several references to

:v.v.' ,• 'M-.i.'i. " ^•viw-- '
' Vrli:i; :,i»UMj nmon^ these

is a statement by Oberleut. Saul, Flivo Tu Is, that information

concerning intended air attacks and Air Force operations was sent

to Tunis by Berlin under "Most Secret" cover. -ru- ;.i;.;\y. nation

appears to have been of a nature which would not be passed in other

than High-Grade cipher.

7. CONCLUSION.

From the evidence supplied "by the above mentioned P.o.W. it

would seem that the German Interception Service is capable of

reading certain of our High Grade ciphers by means of captured

settings, documents -and captured Cipher Machines, found at Tobruch,

as well as "oy means of analysis of High-Grade traffic and subsequent

reconstruction of settings by cryptograpliio methods,. By no means

all settings were read, as for example, there is no evidence to

believe that any of the special "Y" service settings were known to

the Germans. No effort has yet been made to identify the documents

used by the Intercept Coy. in Africa, nor have any of the leads

given by the interrogation been followed up as yet. Future and

more detailed interrogations may yield some more definite

information.

;:.i.6.(a )

23rd august, 1943-

Captain i;.S.



BERTIE

19,7 .42

1735 B.S.T.

19.7*42

1800

CXG. II.

Dix sept Juillet onse.

De source pouvant etre co isideree comme sure.

Le RUt utilise actuellement deux machines a chiffrer

Anglaises qui seraient tomees intact aux mains des Allemandi

lors des operations de mille neuf cents quarante dans le

nord de la Prance a Durikerque probablement : ellos ont ete

adaptees au mode de chiffrement par groupes de cinq lettres

au lieu de quatre en usage dans la R.A.F.

A suivre.

Copies C.S.S., C.O.S., and Commander Dunderdale



BERTIE

19*7 .42.

1724 BST
B .A./L.i.i.

19.7. .

19.7*4*. 1915 BST

1800 BST

CXG/12

Dix huit juillet douze. S ulte.

Les techniciens les plus cornpetants du RUl accordent uue

ingeaiosite extraordinaire a ce type de machine: 11 n fa pas ete

possible de les imiter jusqu'ici.

Ces deux machines sont en service entre Berlin (RUA) et

GOIDAP (OBDIi-RECJIl ^JT HUSCHKI) .

Au dessus du CLAVIER se trouvent les trolfi UANBTTES de

OSATIOH suivant la clef employee: LUm'AFFENMJUM

UJFTGAAUi .ACiairKUSCHLUKSSEL LuFTCAUiJlCim^^

.

Copies sent C.S.S., C.O.S., P.5.



To Hr *4 Srf ^Sh/ttL

q hj ss/ e^^f^L

j ^ A/^ ^ ^ ^
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i R*B/M*/WO PSF. THRU

CX 'MSS/11«VT1?

WHF>1 TFRRANFAN

o:? 19/7 IDA FROSCH NOTIFIED KALI F THAT INSPECTOR HARMS,

ACCOWAHlFD BY OPFRRF^IFFUMG^FT DR 0 VOFnFLF, WAS BF1NG SFNT

ON A MISSION FROM 11/7 TO ?V7 TO INSPFCV MATERIAL CAPTURED
—^————— »^

0.y THF MRYAM-^Y^TI AM P.A TTLFF I FLO WITH «l VtFW TO OBTAINING

ci»mff r.nci5F)F)VTs.AMn foujpnfnt .ckfys, fnc dpi mq machines fto.

AND A$k'Fp KAL1F TO OIVF THF MISSION FVFrT"SUPPORT AND

FUB/AM/WO ' CA)

• Hm/m/m 05^/14/7/^?

r?n pn Wfri/IA/l/A? !CF +
.



A
J]

19111 KEF, 6 12*

CX/KS=3/113S/T13

SENT 052B/14/7/42

REF.THE ABOV E (CX/HSS/ 1 1 89/T 1 2 REF. 6 '! 2^THE FOLLO VJ I NQ WAS

AT 1352/W7/42 C,HT AS hk 3345 FOR AIR OK IMPORTANT*

A . Hi SSI ON IS TO INSPECT CAPTURED MATERIAL

\n . BETWEEN 13TH AND 25TH OU/-Y W I TM A VIEW TO

OBTA'I Ml HQ CYPHER 'DOCUflENTS AND EQUI *MENT SUCH AS KEYS,

1736/14/7/42



GBD. 122/290
JULY 1b.

' 0S1 ' C 1

iE T
REF. YOUR AX 55; JULY 14.

MD COMPROMISE BY CAPTURE OF ANY" V..A.F. Z II. A. P.

':Y. Ill: 3 KNOY/N HERE.

PARA T'O. ARMY FIELD GRADE CYPHERS INCLUDING

THREE FIGURE CAPTURED. ONLY CLUE TO ENCODE

I;jACHINE IS CAMERA DEVICE WITH CODE ''"CRDS ON

ENDLESS BAND USED FOR B/T £ R/T CODE BY ARMOURED

DIVISIONS.

.' A THREE. HATCHING DEVELO I RHTS Ql SI 1..LY.

ILL SIGNAL ANY FUKKKR INFOX ;«;: ; ; ) .TSKf«

TYPEX,
LEONARD SETTING. HOME

.



FflWV7l2# MDST SECRET.

She following message In code has been received from a

British Prisoner of War in GERMANY.

IP FURTHER CIRCULATION OP THIS INFORMATION IS MADE, IT

IS IMPORTANT THAT ITS SOURCE SHOULD 1 NOT BE DIVULGED.

4
Date of Message : 15 -Aug kZ.

Rank of Sender t Captain.

Camp Location : Oflag VI B, Dossel, Nr. Warburg.

COLONEL STEVENSON C.S.O. S. AFRICA. DIVISION REPORTS THAT

ALL CODES CHHERS; TELEX MACHINES AND DRUMS DESTROYED

TOERUK BEFORE. JERRT 1S ENTERED. DESTRUCTION THERE. AND

MERSA MATRUH VERY EFFECTIVE INCLUDING ALL WATER PLANTS

AND PETROL.

M»1.9. Lieut.-Colonel, G.S.

Tele W.O. 1296/7.

Sub. Ext. 70.

19 Sep 42.
Distribution by M,I.9#

D.D.M.I. (PA)* M.I.3*

M.I.10. M.I.04.
M.I.19. M.I.6(d) #

SdLgs. G*
——G»C.C.S.

N.I.B.1(PA) (Mr. Chas. Mitchell)* N.I.D. Ill P/fr.

A.I.(X) (A.M. Dist.). A.I.l(a) P/W.
G»H.Q. > MJ3. (ftr tel# ).



To: Washington

2. 7. 43.

CXG- 109

Following from C.S.S. Personal for 22800

A. D.D.M.I. (P/y) has. sent following telegram to COOK begins:

"Lieutenant BODE German Army sent here "by North Africa en route

U.S.A. for use I understand at Port HUNT as potential gun-dog

expected depart "by air June 25th repeat 25th. While waiting

passage have held him at C.S.D.I.C. where observation indicates

doubtful reliability and desirability careful testing before

reposing full confidence. Ends"

BODS has now left U.K.

B. ?ou should know that this P.W. was in
- German 'Y 1 Service until

June 1940 and when interrogated in U.K. spoke of having

deciphered British traffic by a machine during Battle of France.

No typex machines had been captured by that date and BODE 1 s

statements were vague and possibly intended to draw rather than

to give information. We have reserved judgment until we can

interrogate another P.W. called WAGENER now in Tunisia whose

transfer has been requested and who BODE says used the machine.

Gm I consider the proposed use of BODE as highly dangerous.



If you think it advisable please approach General Strong

and enlist his support to prevent action at least until /we have

seen WAGENER.



a

D.D.Y. (through M.I.3. O.n.0.1.)

1

necurity of British Dinners
Interrogation of Lt.RCnr. late "5/1.726

1. During the interrogation of the above P.O."'. certain
in folfaction regarding the German Y service successes Wta
r»ritirh ciphers was obtained. Owing to the nature oC this
information, I an not including it in the general report of
the interrogation.

2. BODE when asked whet his duties with the Intercept co i any
comprised, during the time he was on BCtlve service witb them,
(1937 - June U 19^0) replied that he translated and emended Brit ion
me p bage b . As ) :e d for furt

statement
rurther details, he made the following

"I emended the plain lan guai.e texta rhlch came off the .: chi a.
'"he texte were often very garbled, and I had a lot of dlffUiukAy
in rending them. Sometimes I also filled in a lot of hoi™-, in a
square". , •

:—
'

"
• •

•

"I don't quite understand about the machine, •'hat kind of macbin*.
was this?".

"A sort of typewriter. A man just typed the nonsense stuff, and
the English came out on a tape. A second man stuck the tape on'*o
a rheet of paper, and I reed and translated this."

""'here did nonsense ju call it, come fromY M

"Straight from the intercei
prea-h.le, text, just a ju
5 letters, and then there
remember what that waa*

n room. It was divided uj into
of letters divided into firouj^JES!i
something else , I can't quite
stuff was just typed down on themachine, just like a typewriter with a erun and sticky tape, nndohe English came out on the tape."

- hat kin^T of messajes were they: Can you remember any of them,"

Oh, all kinds, Amyr Air Fo-ree, Navy, ell sorts, ^on^at such and »uch a place, or, enemy veesela aighted a

iZ'^t Knr^ roid warning for such and such an are,mlllta?
? staff meaaa^.-s about ' battleofficially congratulated after the Dunkirk bunthem some thingo that -materially aceelle rate

/•.specially some etuff about a verv birr tmk

ict-oo

• -. n -

very b
messages e jot, we were able 'o la
afrnil it in bo long a ;o, that I ca ae .be-

ora the
trat ; I ro.

the«4«aeiia".
"About how many

"Between 20 and 3

"And 'you decipher

not evei'-'ti.in/. rnh
but eometln™ ™t nonrin^ L™^ PT
Berlin "or sp.^J ftsES&S?'

out «

Jrage wao 8a id to be 22.'

lotv

ir.rou
• e machine,
sent those up to

continued/



M^UJU "Thin box with squares - whot did it look U*e*«

"A box made up of ten squares across the top and ten

down the side. v
/e Just filled in letters - I can t

remember quite how."

"This machine of yours - wp.b it anything like that

German special cipher machine - what's it colled - Enigma
or something"?

BODE "Yes, that's the name. I have been trying to remember it all

yesterday. Yes, it's like that".

3. The above is the verbatim report of the preliminary conversation
regarding this machine brea ;ina of British ciphers. I v/ent into the

matter as fully as I could, and it seems probable, that, although the

machine used was not in fact a normal Knigna machine, it was 01. that
type, and it seems probable that settings were obtained from Berlin.
Unfortunately, BODS, at that time, was a very junior ".0.0. , and the

kno'wledee of the machine was v ry restricted. It was in fact treated
very much as our own GX/MSS knowledge. In Bode's opinion all the
messages he translated were of the M03T 8HGKKT category and denlt with
"High Command" matters.

He stated that the man who knows most about it is a certain
Sgt.WAGSNER of 621 Intercept Coy. at present P.O. in Tunisia, as he is

the man who used to work the machine.

STG? PRES. .

Information has just been received from C.S.D.I.C. that later
yesterday evening, BODE thought he wasn't so very sure about the machine!

The trouble with BODE is that he is trying to tell us more than
he knows and is only too ready to a^ree with anything one says, or anewer
anything in the way he thinks one wants it answering. In my opinion,
however, the basic facts concerning the u: e of a machine for deciphering
British ciphers are correct, as the information was ^iv^n very
spontaneously, and would hardly make sense to anyone who knew nothing
rbout G.C.&.C.S. sources. There is a possibility of obtaining c6n*<*r**tio
of BODE's story from other members o^ 621 Intercept Coy. when they arrive
n this country for interrogation.

^,1,8. (a) Captain G.;>.
21 June , 1 ?J 3

•

MPH/7H



:mmi sigitals

Frail CD. (S)., B.PY

rrfarrod to Italt*

torn repay 1*

Ltioh trritlc, it
laaat no aorloua

Ad* tor the
lirltiah

# \*621 was In oomn

[rmd returned to D.D. (S)«, B. P. , v/ith

will also constitute a receipt for

Mi I»8« C ailment

SigD£& »••«

Date



From CODFISH of 20/1/1+3 [unpublished].
0

HMSXV 75 2f/1 081+0

An 0|(K/IN 7/<J[ Geheim.
Wird engl. 5 B[uohstaben]verfahrenr- ite-nngruppe 1 J/UZ
dert--bearbeitet o#. 5 B-Verfahren, Xenngruppe 1 3/l+Z dort
bearbeitet oder kann Aufnahme der Sprueche eingestellt
werden? 0

Kdr. d^" Nachrichten Aufklaerung. lf-j£ ZU<^

To 0^i/IN[?] Secret.

Do you deal with English 5-letter [cipher] process,
indicator-group 1fl/Cz, at your end or-w4-th~§-letter
[cipher] process, indicator-group 1 B/kZ4 or can
interception of messages be discontinued?

0.0. "Y" Service.

Note;

figures.

Probably ATHENS to BERLIN.
1B/UZ would mean a group of 1 letter + 1+

1 0 [i.e. letter "0", not zero] is obscure.

Rap
ft

/

20 /. * z

Zip/p-s/ff.3


